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Figure 1: We present a hybrid classical-regressive kinematics model to predict hand motion trajectories in virtual reality.
a) Future trajectory can be used to forecast events such as hand collision with other users or non-player characters, enabling
pre-rendering of graphics or haptic feedback; b,c) Comparison of the predicted (red) and the real (blue) trajectories for diferent
prediction intervals (PI) for BeatSaber and FitXR-Box games, showing average error; d) Prediction model can reconstruct the
trajectory when tracking fails; e) Example cases of high errors with sudden changes to movement directions (PI = 300 ms).

Abstract
We contribute a novel user- and activity-independent kinematicsbased regressive model for continuously predicting ballistic hand
movements in virtual reality (VR). Compared to prior work on
end-point prediction, continuous hand trajectory prediction in VR
enables an early estimation of future events such as collisions between the user’s hand and virtual objects such as UI widgets. We
developed and validated our prediction model through a user study
with 20 participants. The study collected hand motion data with a
3D pointing task and a gaming task with three popular VR games.
Results show that our model can achieve a low Root Mean Square
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Error (RMSE) of 0.80 cm, 0.85 cm and 3.15 cm from future hand
positions ahead of 100 ms, 200 ms and 300 ms respectively across
all the users and activities. In pointing tasks, our predictive model
achieves an average angular error of 4.0° and 1.5° from the true
landing position when 50% and 70% of the way through the movement. A follow-up study showed that the model can be applied to
new users and new activities without further training.
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1

Introduction

Accurate and timely user interaction tracking is essential in virtual
reality (VR) to deliver an immersive experience with high-quality
graphics and physics simulations. Despite recent hardware improvements, sensing and computations are still very time and energy
consuming, particular for standalone VR headsets [16, 63]. Moreover, a signifcant delay in feedback such as visual, auditory or
haptic would lead the user to notice the asynchrony and break the
immersion of the virtual environment [48].
Anticipating future interactions can compensate for these issues.
Predicting user activities has been shown to reduce delays and
improve the experience in interactive applications [9, 41, 42]. In
VR, predictive models using eye gaze tracking [3] and head motion
prediction [1, 30] can enable pre-rendering of complex graphics
scenarios to reduce latency [51]. Commercial VR headsets such as
the Oculus Rift-S employ head motion prediction to estimate the
head position for the next frame1 . The most frequently used input
method in VR being arm and hand movements, recent works by
Henrikson et al. [27] and Clarance et al. [13] develop predictive
models for pointing and reaching tasks using hands.
Existing models often predict a particular event such as landing
on a target [3, 13, 27] or the collective movement [57]. However,
in immersive applications, not only the end of the movement, predicting a continuous movement trajectory is important to identify
intermediate events. For instance, Figure 1a shows a user playing
boxing with a virtual character where the location and time of
collision between the user’s glove and the virtual character is not
an endpoint, but a location along the trajectory of the movement.
By anticipating the trajectory, such events can be predicted to prerender rich graphics, calculate complex physics, support real-time
multi-modal feedback such as haptics and sounds, and even recover
short-term tracking errors (Figure 1d). Despite the advantages, to
the best of our knowledge, little work has applied continuous hand
movement trajectory prediction in VR.
This paper contributes a novel hybrid classical-regressive kinematics model for continuous 3D hand trajectory prediction for ballistic
movements in virtual reality. Our approach uses a coefcient interpolation method between multiple regressions to estimate a unifed
kinematic model independent of prediction times. We developed
and validated this model using data from a user study with 20 participants. Our study collected hand motion data through a structured
3D pointing task and an unstructured gaming task in which the participants played three popular VR games. Both tasks included aimed
hand movements, mainly consist of voluntary ballistic movements.
Our fndings show that a user- and activity-independent model
performs comparable to personalized and specialized models, and
does not require additional training phases. We show that our
model can achieve a low average Root Mean Square Error (RMSE)
of 0.80 cm (��=0.12 cm), 0.85 cm (��=0.14 cm) and 3.15 cm (��=
0.38 cm) from future hand positions ahead of 100 ms, 200 ms and
1 https://developer.oculus.com/documentation/native/pc/dg-render/ (Accessed on 2021-

03-26).
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300 ms respectively across all the users and activities. In pointing
tasks, our predictive model achieves an average angular accuracy
of prediction 4.0° (�� = 1.6°) at 50% of the way and 1.5° (�� = 0.6°)
at 70% of the way of the movement. Figure 1b and c show a reconstruction of example 3D continuous hand movements for diferent
activities predicted by our model (red) at diferent prediction intervals (PI) compared to the real movements (blue).
One major challenge of using prediction for continuous hand
movements is that prediction models can produce signifcant errors on some occasions, e.g., during abrupt movements [33]. Error
distribution of our model shows that such unexpected large errors
are minimal in our model with 90% of the errors that occurred are
less than 0.6 cm, 0.8 cm and 3.4 cm for 100 ms, 200 ms and 300 ms
across all users and activities.
In summary, this paper makes three main contributions:
(1) A kinematics-based prediction approach for structured and
unstructured ballistic 3D hand movements in VR activities.
(2) A user- and activity-independent model with similar performance to personalized and specialized models without the
need of additional training phases.
(3) Evaluation of the model through cross-validation and a secondary study with new participants and new activities.

2

Related Work

This section presents prior work on human motion prediction, its
applications in VR and the kinematics of hand motion.

2.1

Human Motion Prediction Techniques

The primary goal of human motion prediction is to predict future positions, poses or trajectories of the human body given past
motion data. This is a challenging task due to the non-linear dynamics and time-varying behaviour of the movements. Prior work
explored various statistical methods [26, 32, 57] and deep-learning
methods [28, 35, 39] to tackle the challenges of human motion
prediction.
Template matching techniques, where the movement is compared to a library of known template movements [26, 27] are used
in human motion prediction. As template matching techniques require building a motion template library frst, it cannot be applied
for predicting arbitrary movements, which is a major limitation.
Hidden Markov Models (HMM) are also leveraged for human motion prediction [36, 57, 59] in the literature. However, similar to
template matching techniques, HMMs also require to be trained onset of seed sequences, limiting its usability for predicting arbitrary
movements. Regression models allow capturing the important relationships between the predicted values and the predictor variables,
which is a major advantage when compared to other prediction
methods. In contrast to classifcation models, regression outputs a
continuous value making it better suited for trajectory prediction
without requiring a template library or seed sequences. Prior work
explores on various regression methods including end point prediction with polynomial regression [32], Electromyography (EMG)
based motion prediction [11].
One class of commonly used deep-learning methods for motion
prediction are Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN) due to their capability in modelling sequence-to-sequence learning problems [2,
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23, 39, 45, 46, 58]. Other classes of deep learning techniques include Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) [35], graph neural networks [38] and Generative Adversarial Networks (GAN) [28]. However, deep learning methods require large training data sets [30]
and have a higher computational overhead, which is not well suited
for standalone VR systems with limited computation power.

2.2

Motion Prediction for VR

system tries to make the smoothest movement possible when performing voluntary movements by reducing accelerative transients.
Dynamic models have been proposed for specifc activities such
as mouse pointing [4]. Recently, Bachynskyi et al. [7] proposed a
dynamic hand model integrating a third-order lag model for modelling mid-air movements for pointing tasks. Compared to both
models [4, 7], we focus on modelling hand motion for arbitrary
activities, including structured movements such as pointing and
unstructured movements in VR games.

Motion prediction is a key latency reduction technique used in VR,
which allows pre-rendering graphics [34, 51]. However, predictive
models also enable novel applications such as foveated rendering [3]
and haptic retargeting [13]. Commercial VR headsets such as the
Oculus Rift-S predict the head pose for the next frame 2 . Predicting
the head motion is benefcial for the VR system as it allows the
estimation of future focus points of the eyes to pre-render future
frames. Head motion prediction for VR is further explored in [6,
24, 25, 53]. Saccadic landing point prediction, which estimates the
landing position of the fast eye movements [3, 22, 40] is another
technique used for pre-rendering.
Hand motion prediction is important for VR as the hand is the
primary method of user interaction with the VR environment. Hahn
et al. [26] used template matching for long-term prediction (some
tenth of a second) of hand motions in a working environment.
Clarance et al. [13] proposed a deep learning model to predict
the intended target for reaching activities in VR. Henrikson et
al. [27] proposed a template matching technique to predict the
ray landing position in a VR environment by integrating the head
motion into the predictive model. However, due to the requirement
of having a template library, this technique is limited when applying
for arbitrary hand motions. Vu et al. [57] specifcally focused on
predicting hand gestures for VR applications and evaluate their
performance in a table tennis game. However, they indicate that
prediction heavily relies on the expertise of the user to perform the
table tennis strokes accurately and show that accuracy drops with
non-expert users.
Our method is related to the kinematics-based regression model
for endpoint prediction for stylus targeting tasks by Lank et al. [32].
Assuming the start and end velocities to be zero for the pointing
tasks, the authors develop a model of speed over the distance that
permits extrapolation. However, their technique is limited to pointing tasks in 2D space. In contrast, we utilize a kinematics-based
regressive model for continuous motion prediction for arbitrary
hand movements in 3D space.

While the personalization of prediction models can help to improve
their accuracy, personalization requires a training phase for each
new user before the prediction can be used. This is problematic for
settings with many users who might want to use the system for a
short time, e.g., museum exhibitions and public displays. Our goal is
to create a user-independent model that works for all users. We compare our user-independent model with a personalized kinematicsbased model and show it provides a similar prediction performance,
without requiring new training data for each user.

2.3

3.4

Kinematics of Hand Movements

Understanding the kinematics of hand movements is an important
aspect of hand motion prediction. Prior work explored dynamic
end-efector models for hand movements. Plamondon’s Kinematics
Theory and Vector Integration to Endpoint [8] have been proposed
to explain the dynamics of hand motion. The Minimum Jerk Model,
which was proposed by Hogan et al. [29], develops a mathematical
model to describe voluntary movements of primates. It was later
validated for human arm movements [19]. It states that our nervous
2 https://developer.oculus.com/documentation/native/pc/dg-render/ (Accessed on 2021-

03-26).
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3

Design Goals

This section outlines important requirements for the implementation of our prediction model. It also discusses the novelty of our
system and its advantages for VR applications. The following fve
goals guide our design and implementation:

3.1

Continuous Prediction

Our frst goal is to create a model for continuous predictions that is
able to estimate the user’s hand position at arbitrary time points in
the future. In contrast to discreet models, continuous models can
be used to predict continuous trajectories of the user’s movement.
This is important to predict events such as a collision between the
user’s hand and a virtual object or character as shown in Figure 1a.

3.2

Structured and Unstructured Motion

Most prior work on hand movement prediction studies movements
with a limited and controlled set of user actions, e.g., pointing [27].
However, it remains unclear how such models transfer to movements in more generic VR applications such as VR games where
user movements are unstructured and less restrictive. Our goal is
to create a single model which is applicable for both structured and
unstructured tasks in VR.

3.3

User-independent

Activity-independent

VR applications are used for a wide variety of activities in many
domains, including entertainment [60], industry [21, 56], health
care [54, 62], sketching [17], and education [12, 20]. The user interactions and activities in diferent applications can be drastically
diferent. For example, they can be fast or slow, small or large, and
precise or vague. A model specialized in a single activity would
require new training sets for each application. Hence, application
developers would need to acquire training data and validate it
before they could use the model. We believe a prediction model
should be generalizable to diferent activities to allow for simple
integration into diferent felds. In this paper, we develop such an
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Figure 2: User study setup: a) side and b) back view of a participant with trackers attached. c) Tracker positions and labels. VR
tasks in the user study: d) Custom VR application used in Task 1. VR games of Task 2: e) ©Beat Saber, f) ©FitXR and g) ©Eleven.
activity-independent model and show that it performs equally well
compared to specialized kinematics-based models.

3.5

Explainable Prediction

Our fnal goal states that our prediction model should be explainable
to researchers and practitioners. This means that the used methods
for the prediction should be transparent and relate to movement
parameters. This goal contrasts with typical deep learning techniques such as Long-Short Term Memory (LSTM) neural networks.
Although explainable deep learning is under active research [61],
most current deep learning methods lead to black-box models. Instead, we contribute a kinematics-based regression model. Such
regression models have the advantage that their inner working is
fully transparent and all parameters map to movement parameters,
such as velocity, acceleration and jerk.
To achieve these design goals, we contribute a novel kinematicsbased regression model for predicting arm movements. The model
is trained and validated with structured and unstructured hand
movement data, which we collected in a user study.

4

User Study

We conducted a controlled experiment in a lab environment using
a series of VR applications to validate our strategy for continuous
hand movement prediction. To show our model would hold for a
wide range of hand movements, we gathered hand motion data on
applications that focused on structured hand movements (reaching
and pointing task) and unstructured hand movements (games).

4.1

Participants

We recruited 20 healthy participants (7 female, 13 male; mean age
22.4y SD=5.1y). 19 participants were right-handed and 1 participant
was left-handed. Participants who require glasses were allowed to
wear them during the study under the head-mounted display. Each
participant was given a long sleeves t-shirt to wear, and trackers
were mounted on the t-shirt during the study preparation.
The study was conducted according to COVID-19 safety guidelines and the study received ethics clearance from the Human Research Ethics Committee (HREC) of the University of Sydney (Application number: 2019/553). All apparatus was cleaned after each
study adhering to the Australian Government regulations.

4.2

Apparatus

The hand motion data were recorded with the OptiTrack motion
capture system (version 1.10.2) with eight cameras mounted on the
ceiling. The participant wore seven trackers on the upper body,
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which included trackers in participant’s wrist, elbow and shoulder
on each arm, including a tracker on the back as shown in Figure 2a
and b. The tracking data was recorded at 100 Hz. Trackers were
labeled as shown in Figure 2c.
We used an Oculus Quest as the VR headset and Oculus Touch
handheld controllers. To collect the structured hand movements, a
custom application was developed with Unity3D (Figure 2d) where
the controller position and orientation were recorded at a rate of
72 Hz in addition to the data from the OptiTrack system. For the
VR games, no motion data from the Oculus was recorded as our
3rd party applications could not access the sensor data.
In addition to the sensor data, the VR screen was mirrored to a
computer for screen recording. The whole user study session was
video recorded with a camera.

4.3

Study Design

The study was divided into two tasks. Each task collected hand
movement data for diferent activities. The frst task (T1) samples
structured hand movements between indicated points in a threedimensional pointing study. The second task (T2) samples unstructured hand movements from three VR games to increase the external
validity of our data set. Both tasks include aimed movements in VR,
which contains an initial voluntary ballistic movement followed by
a corrective movement [37]. For both tasks, participants were in a
standing posture and were instructed not to move their legs during
the tasks. However, movements such as twisting, bending the body
and leaning to the sides without moving their feet were allowed.
The study was conducted in a single session taking approximately 1 hour per participant. We followed a within-subjects design
for the study, where task order was counterbalanced. Participants
were allowed to practice until they felt comfortable with the task
and to take breaks during the study to prevent fatigue.

T1: Structured Movement via 3D Pointing
The frst task followed a repeated-measures, within subject design
and collected data from hand movements in all three dimensions.
This study opted for a structured approach, where the participant
was asked to move their hand towards virtual point targets. The
targets were represented as 3D spheres with a diameter of 5 cm. For
each participant, the starting hand position was initialized before
the experiment with the participant placing their hand in-line with
the shoulder while making an approximately 90°angle between
their forearm and upper arm similar to the study conducted by Cha
et al. [10]. At the start of the study, the participant places the virtual
index fnger on the initial position as seen from the VR headset
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Figure 3: a) Target positions for a single iteration of the reaching and pointing task (T1). The participant started each trial at
starting position �, reached for the frst target before pointing to the second target. b) Front-view and c) side-view of the target
arrangement.
(red circle in Figure 3a and b). When the frst target appears, the
participant moves their fnger from the initial target to the frst
target (Figure 3a-reaching). A change of colour indicated to the
participant that they successfully reached the target. Afterwards,
a second target on the opposite side of the same circle appears
and the participant moves their hand from the frst target to the
second (Figure 3a-pointing). Finally, the participant moves their
fnger back to the initial target which completed one iteration of
the task. The participant was asked to do all the movements as
quickly and accurately as possible.
The targets were equally distributed in four circles in front
of the user in 45° increments (Figure 3b). The circles difered in
their distance to the start position (����ℎ) and their angular deviation (�ℎ���) as shown in Figure 3c. ����ℎ was measured from
the starting position of the hand. Our initial experiments indicated
that when an angular deviation of 60° is used, it is difcult to spot
all targets due to the limitations of the viewing angles of the VR
headset. To limit the duration of the study, we evaluated only two
distances (20 cm and 40 cm) and two angular deviations (30° and
45°). The study contained fve iterations of 32 movement blocks
(2 depths × 2 angles × 8 positions). Participants could take a break
after each iteration to prevent fatigue. The movement order was
randomized for each iteration to avoid biases. In total, we collected
160 trials (32 movement blocks × 5 iterations) for each participant.

T2: Unstructured Movement via VR Gameplay
Arm movements in virtual reality applications can be complex. They
combine various properties, such as direction, curvature, distance,
and speed. In Task 2, we collected arm movement during VR gameplay to ensure our prediction is working in realistic VR scenarios.
To cover a wide variety of movements, we asked participants to
play three popular VR games (see Figure 2e–g).
• BeatSaber 3 is a rhythm game where the user needs to slash
small cubes with two sabers on both hands. The game contains fast directional slashing movements from both hands.
• FitXR-Box 4 is a rhythm game where the user needs to hit
small targets using both hands. The game contains fast and
powerful forward movements of both hands which closely
resembles boxing.

• Eleven5 closely resembles real-world table tennis strokes
with the dominant hand.
With an initial study, we observed that each game had diferent
move dynamics. Due to the fast and wide slashing movements in
BeatSaber, it had the highest average speed (0.72 m/ s) and highest
spans in horizontal and vertical directions (0.85 m, 0.95 m). FitXRBox had a much lower horizontal span (0.57 m) and the highest span
in frontal direction (0.75 m) as expected from the boxing movements.
Meanwhile, move dynamics of Eleven varied greatly among users,
as individuals have diferent styles for playing table tennis.
Each game was played for approximately three minutes. Before
recording the data, participants could get familiar with the game by
following the in-game tutorials and playing the game for 1 minute.
Participants could take breaks between games.

4.4

Data Preparation and Presentation

We used data from the Optitrack motion capture system for training
and testing of our prediction models. To reduce the noise introduced from the trackers, we apply a Gaussian Filter to smooth the
trajectory similar to prior work [27]. For the hand trajectory we
used the position of the marker R1 or L1, 3.5 cm above the wrist
(Figure 2e) relative to the body frame with reference to centre of
the shoulder plane, i.e., marker B shown in Figure 2e.
4.4.1 Training – Testing Data Split: The data collected was split to
training and testing portions upon collection. We used 30 s (<10% of
data from T1 and 15% of data per game from T2 ) as the training set.
The rest was allocated for testing. Therefore, all the testing we conducted throughout this paper was conducted on data independent
from the training data.

5

Hybrid Kinematic Regressive Model

Our predictive model uses classical kinematic equations as the
base of a multi-layer regressive model. This section explains the
process used to develop the model with an overview of metrics used
to evaluate prediction accuracy, classical kinematics, predictiontime dependent kinematics regression and inferred prediction-time
independent kinematic modelling.

3 https://beatsaber.com
4 https://ftxr.com

(Accessed on 2021-03-26).
(Accessed on 2021-03-26).

5 https://linktr.ee/elevenvr
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(c) Distribution of 95% confdence interval of fve �� s from Φ�,�� ,�� ,�� models.

5.1 Metrics for Prediction Accuracy
Before developing the model, it is important to identify metrics to
compare the performance of the prediction accuracy. In this section,
we explain our defnition of the prediction error per each instance
and the aggregated accuracy measures we used to compare the
developed models.
Figure 4a depicts the prediction error |� ′ (� 0 + �) − � (� 0 + �)|, the
distance between the predicted (� ′ (� 0 + �)) and the actual (� (� 0 + �))
hand locations where � 0 and � are initial time and the prediction time
interval respectively. To add a relative comparison, it is common in
predictive models to use the initial point as a naive prediction (i.e.
� ′ (� 0 +�) = � (� 0 )) [27]. In other words, naive prediction assumes the
hand does not move during the predicted time period. As � (� 0 + �)
is the ground truth at time � 0 + �, naive prediction error can be
expressed as |� (� 0 + �) − � (� 0 )|, which is the actual displacement of
the hand during the predicted time period. Therefore, we take naive
prediction as a naive baseline to compare our prediction models with
the actual movement.
The prediction errors defned above apply to a single point in
the trajectory. Since our aim is to predict continuous hand motion
trajectory, we need to aggregate the per point prediction errors to a
single metric. Root Mean Square Error (RMSE), or RMSE of |� ′ (� 0 +
�) − � (� 0 + �)|, is a commonly used aggregated metric to evaluate
predictive trajectories [14]. Another commonly used metric is the
Mean Absolute Error (MAE) [31]. We chose RMSE as the primary
metric since it gives a higher weight for larger errors in prediction
due to the squared terms. Therefore, RMSE is better suited when
higher errors are particularly undesirable, which is important in
trajectory prediction.
Furthermore, Nancel et al. [42] showed that while RMSE provides an overall measure for the accuracy, it does not capture side
efects of latency compensation methods from a user’s perspective. They identifed seven spatial accuracy metrics to capture the
side efects for touch location prediction in 2D touchscreen. We
extended their metrics Lateness (slow to react to the actual movement), Over-anticipation (over-react to the actual movement) and
Wrong Orientation (not going in the same direction as the motion)
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to 3D space. We also use these additional metrics to compare our
fnal model with the baselines.

5.2

Classical Kinematics of Motion

Classical kinematics can be used to model behavior of moving
bodies with respect to a frame of reference. As shown in Figure 4a,
given the three-dimensional hand position vectors � (� 0 ) and � (� 0 +�)
at times � 0 and � respectively, � (� 0 + �) can be expressed as:
� (� 0 + �) =

�
∑
1 d� � (� 0 ) �
�
�! d� �
�=0

(1)

d� � (� )

This equation assumes that d� � 0 to be constant. For instance,
movements with constant acceleration, where the second derivative
is constant. We can set � = 2 to get the equation for displacement
� (�) (i.e., � (�) = � (� 0 + �) − � (� 0 )), in the familiar form � (�) =
d� (� )

d2 � (� )

�� + 12 �� 2 , where � = d� 0 and � = d� 2 0 are velocity and
acceleration. However, acceleration of the hand movements are not
constant and changes with time with the forces exerted by muscles.
Therefore, it is important to identify a �, which is low enough
to make the model plausible and high enough to accommodate
real hand movements. Hogan et. al. show that voluntary hand
movements in mammals follow a minimum jerk law, where jerk
(�) is the 3rd derivative of the motion. The law states that the
nervous system tries to make the smoothest movement possible
by reducing accelerative transients. The law further states that
pointing movements would have a constant crackle (�), which is
the 5th derivative of the motion [32, 52]. Therefore, we tested the
classical models (��� ) for � ∈ [ 1, 5], assuming a constant crackle.
For instance, ���=5 results in � ′ (� 0 +�) = � (� 0 ) + �� + 12 �� 2 + 16 �� 3 +
1 4
1
5
�ℎ
24 �� + 120 �� , where � is the 4 derivative named snap.
We used the data collected in our experiment to calculate future
positions of the trajectory using these classical models (��� ) at 50
prediction intervals at 10�� steps from 10�� to 500��. Figure 4b
shows the average RMSE across users and activities under each �
values, where RMSE values are calculated for the prediction error
|� ′ (� 0 + �) − � (� 0 + �)|. Figure 4b also shows a comparison with the
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naive baseline where � ′ (� 0 + �) = � (� 0 ), which is the classical model
with � = 0 (���=0 ).
The classical model with � = 5, ���=5 , generated low average
RMSEs until � = 0.16� (���� = 0.5��, �� = 0.07��). However,
after � = 0.18�, data shows that the time varying nature of real
hand movements are difcult to capture in these equations and it
exponentially overestimate the movements. In Figure 4b, it is important to note each added derivative contributes to better predictions
at smaller prediction intervals, but at larger prediction intervals
increasingly contributes to the error. Since classical models with
� = 5, ���=5 , is the best performing classical model, we use it as a
non-naive baseline baseline for comparison with our models.

5.3

Prediction-Time Dependent Kinematics
Regression

In Figure 4b, it is evident that the motion characteristics such as �, �,
�, � and � are essential to estimate future locations; with increasing
prediction intervals, their contributions with constant weights in
1 , ...) leads to an exponential
the classical kinematics (e.g., 12 , 16 , 24
error. This can be explained by accumulation
of errors in the inte∫�
grative nature of the equation (i.e. � = � �). Therefore, to counter
0
future changes to higher order derivatives, even beyond crackle
(�), prediction-time (�) dependent weights for each derivative in
Equation 1 are needed. Essentially, this can be expressed as:
� 1 (�) 


� 2 (�) 




(2)
� (�) = �� �� 2 �� 3 �� 4 �� 5 × � 3 (�) 
� 4 (�) 


� 5 (�) 


Where each �� (� ) represents a three dimensional variable (for
three axis of movement), specifc to a given prediction interval �,
and � (�) = � (� 0 + �) − � (� 0 ). We considered identifying each �� (� )
as a regressive problem. To develop regressive models for each �,
we used the training portion of the movement data collected in
our user study. Our attempt to ft a model that takes prediction
time as an independent variable failed with � 2 < 0.3 even for
prediction times � < 250��. Therefore, we considered creating
prediction time dependent models where inputs to the regression was
{� (�0 ) �, � (�0 ) � 2, � (�0 ) � 3, � (�0 ) � 4, � (�0 ) � 5 } where � 0 is current sample
time and � is the prediction time interval.
For increased granularity across prediction time (�), we used
50 time steps in [10��, 500��] range in par with our sampling
interval 10��. To accommodate the user, task and prediction
time interval dependent nature of the movements, we regressed
4000 (50 − ��������� × 20 − ����� × 4 − ����) independent models
resulting 5 �� s per model (i.e., 4000 - � 1 , 4000 - � 2 , etc.), each 1 × 3
vector representing three axes. We represent these three models as
Φ�,�� ,�� ,�� representing, prediction time, Task, Activity and User
Dependent nature of the model.
To validate each model, we used the test data portion from the
user study to calculate RMSE for each model with respect to the
conditions the models created against, i.e. relevant to prediction interval (�), users (U) and tasks (T). Figure 4b shows the average RMSE
across each model in comparison to the Naive Baseline and Classical models (��� ). A Mann-Whitney test indicated that for higher
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prediction intervals of � > 160��, the 5th order classical model
has a prediction error (������ = 0.44) signifcantly greater than
for Φ�,�� ,�� ,�� (������ = 0.35), � = 2622, � = 0.024, and shows a
proportional increment of error with �. Therefore, Φ�,�� ,�� ,�� can
be used as the best possible model, however, it is too specifc (user,
task) and the prediction time, and will be implausible to apply in a
realistic scenario.

5.4

Inferred Prediction-Time Independent
Kinematic Modeling

The major challenge of the Φ�,�� ,�� ,�� is that any practical system
needs to maintain a series of models (4000 in our case) for each
specifc scenario. And each new factor will exponentially increase
the number of models. Furthermore, any change in the coordinate
system will need either coordinate translation or re-calibrations. For
real-life applications, a general model is desired, where minimum
or no additional training needed for each new scenario. However,
Φ�,�� ,�� ,�� showed great promise in the regressive nature of the
hand movements. A generalizable regressive model would be ideal
for the fast prediction of future movements.
The ftted �� s in the Φ�,�� ,�� ,�� models can be used as a basis to
develop an inferred regression model, which can be generalizable and
independent of the scenario. Figure 4c examines the distribution of
�� in each model in Φ�,�� ,�� ,�� , with the regions indicating the
95% confdence interval at each prediction time. The model shows
a converging pattern towards higher prediction intervals (�), but
at lower �s, it shows high variations. This is due to the regressive
model trying to accommodate large variability of higher derivatives
of movements (� 3 , � 4 and � 5 ). This intern afects the regressed
coefcient of lower derivatives. A straightforward approach is to
create a general model of each �� as a regression of the distribution
in Figure 4c. However, this resulted in poor ftting with ��2 1 = 0.77,
��2 2 = 0.38, ��2 3 = 0.07, ��2 4 = 0.07, ��2 5 = 0.08 for each �� . Also,
we observed that, classical models perform equally well until �
reaches 0.16� (frst statistically diference as compared in Figure 4b).
Therefore, a hybrid approach of classical and regressive models is
necessary to capture the high performing parts of each method. We
considered two piecewise approaches to create two hybrid models.
5.4.1 Direct Classical + Regressed Piecewise Models (Φ ′ ): In this
approach, we directly replaced the frst portion of the regressive
model until the time interval (�), where RMSE reached a statistically
signifcant advantage with the model Φ�,�� ,�� ,�� . Specifcally, we
created a piecewise split of the coefcient function at � = 0.16�.
��′ (�) =

(
���
��� (� )

� < 0.16�
� ≥ 0.16�

(3)

Where, ��� = �1! are constant classical � values and ��� (� ) represents the regressed and time dependent values, which can be
expressed as a second order polynomial ��� (� ) = � 0 + � 1� + � 2� 2 .
In order to compare the efect of task, user and axes dependency,
we regressed ��� (� ) with each factor dependent and a fnal model
which is completely independent of all the factors. Each of these
models are denoted by Φ�′ ,� ,� , Φ�′ ,� ,� , Φ�′ ,� ,� and Φ�′ ,� ,�
� � �
� � �
� � �
� � �
where T, U, and A indicates task, user and axes and D or I indicates
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� = [10, 200] region;
dependency or independency. The series of regressive models had
an average � 2 of 0.85 with a SD=0.06.
Figure 5a shows the average RMSE against prediction interval for
four models compared to the Φ�,�� ,�� ,�� model and the baselines.
Surprisingly, we found no signifcant diference (Mann-Whitney
test) of the task, user or axes dependency in the comparison. This
is indicative of a task, user and axes independent model that can be
developed for hand movement prediction without any personalized
training. However, in the results, we noticed a sudden drop of
RMSE at the piecewise junction (� = 0.16�). This is indicative of
a gradual transition from classical to the regressive model may
further increase the performance.
5.4.2 Interpolated Classical + Regressed Piecewise Models (Φ ′′ ): In
the second hybrid model, our goal was to implement a gradual
transition from the classical model to a regressive model. Rather
than setting fxed classical values when � < 0.16�, we included an
interpolation between the classical model and the regression model,
resulting in new piecewise defnition of the function:

��
−� �

� � + � (0.16� ) � � � < 0.16�

�
0
.16
= �
(4)
�
� ≥ 0.16�

�
(�
)

This model holds the same behaviour for Φ ′ for prediction intervals greater than 0.16 s. Since all independent approaches should
hold for the most challenging prediction intervals, we tested RMSE
for this model only for all independent regressive confguration,
Φ�′′ ,� ,� . Figure 5b shows the average RMSE against prediction in� � �
terval for Φ�′′ ,� ,� compared to the Φ�,�� ,�� ,�� , Φ�′ ,� ,� and the
� � �
� � �
baselines. We did not observe any signifcant diference between the
models with the Mann-Whitney test. Results show RMSEs of 0.80 cm
(SD=0.12 cm), 0.85 cm (SD=0.14 cm) and 3.15 cm (SD=0.38 cm) from
future hand positions ahead of 100 ms, 200 ms and 300 ms respectively across all the users and activities.
Figure 5c shows a comparison of the two models Φ�′ ,� ,� and
� � �
Φ�′′ ,� ,� in � = [10, 200] region where the two models difer. The
� � �
fgure shows that Φ�′′ ,� ,� outperform Φ�′ ,� ,� in the region
� � �
� � �
� = [70, 150] and that average error of Φ�′′ ,� ,� has improved in
� � �
the prediction interval � = [70, 150]. However, we did not fnd a
statistical signifcance with the Mann-Whitney test. The transition
��′′ (�)
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of the error from classical to regressive model has become smoother
in the Φ�′′ ,� ,� . Therefore, we conclude that the combination of
� � �
the interpolated classical model and the task, user and axes independent regressed model, Φ�′′ ,� ,� , resulted in the best outcomes
� � �
for prediction.

5.5

Results

Our fnal predictive model (Φ�′′ ,� ,� ) achieves RMSEs of 0.80 cm
� � �
(SD=0.12 cm), 0.85 cm (SD=0.14 cm) and 3.15 cm (SD=0.38 cm) from
future hand positions ahead of 100 ms, 200 ms and 300 ms respectively across all the users and activities. Compared to naive baseline and ���=5 , our model reduces RMSE by 79.1% and 78.1% for
300, 500 ms. Our model achieves MAEs of 0.28 cm (SD=0.19 cm),
0.33 cm (SD=0.23 cm) and 1.97 cm (SD=1.10 cm) for 100 ms, 200 ms
and 300 ms PIs, which is in the same order as the tracking errors
of the commercial VR headsets (Oculus Quest 0.69cm, Samsung
Galaxy S9 1.69cm) [44].
To compare our predictive model for pointing tasks, we predicted
the landing position of each pointing task at 10% increments along
the way from start to end similar to Henrikson et al. [27]. Figure 6a
shows the average angular accuracy of models Φ�′′ ,� ,� compared
� � �
to the naive baseline and � ��=5 . New Φ�′′ ,� ,� creates average
� � �
angular accuracy of prediction 4.0° (�� = 1.6°) at 50% of the way
and 1.5° (�� = 0.6°) at 70% of the way of the movement. At 50%
of the way, Φ�′′ ,� ,� model shows a reduction of angular error
� � �
by 74.5% and 74.4% compared to the naive baseline and ���=5
respectively. Similarly, for 70% of the way, the error reduction of
our model is 82.4% and 66.9%.
We further studied how our models perform for reaching tasks,
where the activity involves radial outward movements shown in
Figure 3a. In this task, we report prediction accuracy as distance
to target error at 10% increments along the way from the start.
Figure 6b shows the average distance error of the model Φ�′′ ,� ,�
� � �
compared to distance from the target as the baseline. . Φ�′′ ,� ,�
� � �
model achieves an average accuracy of prediction 0.51�� (�� =
0.24��) at 50% of the way and 0.41�� (�� = 0.20��) at 70% of the
way of the movement. The average accuracy of the model reaches
the pointing target’s diameter 5�� at 47% of the way. Compared
to baseline and the ���=5 , Φ�′′ ,� ,� model achieves a reduction of
�

�

�
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error by 78.9% and 28.0% at 50% of the way. Similarly, for 70% of
the way, the error reduction of our model is 69.3% and 24.1%.
We also calculated the side efects introduced in [42] for our
fnal model Φ�′′ ,� ,� . For Lateness, Over-Anticipation and Wrong
� � �
Orientation we report 1.21 cm, 1.41 cm, 27.63° for our model and
3.03 cm, 2.77 cm, 39.75° for 5th order classical model (���=5 ). In
comparison, our model reduces these side efects by 60%, 49% and
30% respectively compared to the 5th order classical model.
Furthermore, Figure 1b–c shows a comparison between the predicted trajectory by our model (red) and the real motion trajectory
(blue) for activities BeatSaber and FitXR-Box for PI [10, 300] ms,
showing how the predicted trajectory closely follow the real one.
Since this model is axes independent, it is resilient for changes
in the coordinate system given that it is with respect to the body.
Also, ��′′ (� ) is a single axis function since all axes share the same
coefcients. Therefore, ��′′ (� ) for displacement vector calculation
using the Equation 2 can be expressed as:
(
 1.0000 + 0.1693�


2

( 1.0174 + 0.4547� − 2.4655�
 0.5000 + 0.1837�

� 1 (�)   0.6550 − 0.7458� − 0.2458� 2
 (

� 2 (�)  


� 3 (�)  =  0.1667 + 0.1151�


2

  0.2637 − 0.5122� + 0.1308�
� 4 (�)   (
� 5 (�)   0.0417 − 0.0343�

 
2

 (0.0739 − 0.2809� + 0.2836�
 0.0083 − 0.0064�


 0.0150 − 0.0569� + 0.0555� 2


� < 0.16� 

� ≥ 0.16� 
� < 0.16� 

� ≥ 0.16� 
� < 0.16� 

� ≥ 0.16� 
� < 0.16� 

� ≥ 0.16� 
� < 0.16� 

� ≥ 0.16� 

average of all users with RMSE of 2.34 cm of 300 ms prediction. We
did not observe any impact on accuracy with the VR expertise of
the participants. We also did not fnd a direct correlation between
the movement kinematics and the prediction error. Anecdotally, we
observed that large errors occur with large directional changes as
shown in Figure 1e which need further investigation.

6

Verifcation of the Model

To assure the generalizability of our model, all the accuracy measures presented in section 5 are conducted on a test data set, which
was not used to derive the model. For instance, of each task (pointing and games), less than 15% of the data is used for training, and
the rest is used for testing. Especially with gradually progressing
tasks such as VR games, it is fair to assume a large portion of the
movements in the training data would difer from that of testing.
However, our model uses a portion of data from each participant
and each activity. Therefore, to investigate overftting or selection
biases, we conducted two further explorations: (1) cross validation
of the methodology and (2) a new user study with two new activities
to apply the model to a completely independent scenario.

6.1

Cross Validation

5.6 Error Analysis

We conducted 4 folds of cross validation by separating 25% of the
users as test data and calculated the average RMSE across all folds
for all the activities. Figure 7a shows the results of the cross-fold
evaluation compared to the collective model’s RMSE. The average
RMSE of cross validation was lower than that of the collective
model at the higher end of the prediction, but we did not observe
any signifcant diferences. In addition, we built 20 models adding
users 1 by 1 for training and tested them across the rest of the users
progressively. After 13 users the model stabilizes with the change
of error 0.99 mm for consecutive models. However, this may change
with other user factors (e.g., age, injuries, etc.).

Figure 6c shows that our model often make smaller errors and
when large errors occur, they are less frequent. For instance, 90% of
the errors that occurred are less than 0.6 cm, 0.8 cm and 3.4 cm for
100 ms, 200 ms and 300 ms across all users and activities. We considered the dominant hand of the participants for our analysis and
the left-handed user was not given special treatment. Surprisingly,
for the left-handed user, the model performed better than for the

To verify the applicability of the model to a new user group and
a new set of activities, we recruited 3 participants (age 22 to 30,
one female), and asked them to perform two new tasks. First task
was performing free form sweeping movements including fexion,
extension, abduction and tracing a horizontal fgure of 8 parallel to

(5)
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6.2

New Users and Activities
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the body plane. We selected these movements since it covers a larger
area of the space and they are dissimilar to the movements used
in the frst study. For the second task, we selected a dancing game
FitXR Dance Mode, which also consists of movements dissimilar
to that of the previous study. Participants performed each task
for approximately 6 minutes and 3 minutes consecutively. Data
collection and recording followed the same procedure as the frst
study. Figure 7b shows the average RMSE for the new tasks against
the prediction time in comparison to the overall RMSE calculated
for the original users. Results show a low average RMSEs of 0.55��
(�� = 0.61��), 0.61�� (�� = 0.59��) and 3.36�� (�� = 1.37��)
at prediction intervals � = 100, 200, 300 respectively. This shows
even with new users and signifcantly diferent tasks, the model
performs fairly well.

7 Discussion
In this paper, we presented a user- and activity-independent parametric kinematic model for 3D hand trajectory prediction in VR
environments. Our results show that the model produces better
performance compared to a non-naive baseline and needs little
additional training for new users and activities. Furthermore, the
simplicity of the model creates low computational overhead, which
is an important factor for predictive systems. This section discusses
the implications of the presented system and future perspectives.
Timely and high-quality multi-modal feedback is critical to implement realistic VR systems. Despite rapid progress in hardware
developments, high-quality graphics and realistic physics simulations (e.g., interactions with fuids) are still very time-consuming
in stand-alone VR systems. A predictive model can help the VR
systems to forecast future events (e.g., Figure 1a collision) and
pre-renders complex graphics in advance [51]. Ofoading heavy
computational tasks to remote clouds is another solution. However,
ofoading introduce communication delays (40 ms) and online computing delays (100 ms) [16]. A simple predictive model like ours
can signifcantly contribute to counter these delays.
Another important area where a predictive model can be instrumental is to overcome asynchrony in multimodal feedback. For
instance, delays as small as 50 ms in haptic feedback are noticeable
to users in VR [15]. However, in commercial VR systems, delays
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in tracking (22 ms) [43], actuation of haptic systems (33 ms)6 and
other communication delays can easily exceed the required latency.
Researchers also experiment with other types of sensory feedback
such as thermal [47], wind [49, 55], smell and taste [50] where
the onset delay in actuation is signifcant. These numerous delays
lead to noticeable latency that breaks the immersion of the virtual
environment [48]. A prediction model like ours can compensate
for these delays by forecasting the future interactions of the users
(Figure 1a) with minimum overhead.
Predictive models have many other potential applications in VR
beyond latency reduction. One such example is an error correction
mechanism. Intermittent loss of tracking data is common in motion
tracking systems due to occlusion or lighting issues. We observed
such losses in the data we collected. Predictive data can be used to
reconstruct missing hand trajectories as shown in Figure 1d, where
circled areas demonstrate how the missing path is redrawn using
our model. Other areas where prediction can be used include haptic
retargeting [5, 13] which enables the reuse of a single physical
object to provide passive haptics for multiple virtual entities.
Our model performed surprisingly well without any further
training for new users. We believe the success of the approach is
due to commonalities of movement kinematics at short time intervals (e.g., 300 ms). However, we further explored other possible
factors that could degrade the performance of the model. The generalizability was an important concern and we evaluated our model
against the dancing move set of CMU Motion Capture Dataset [18]
to further explore the external validity. Our model achieved an
RMSE of 3.86 cm for 300 ms prediction, which is an improvement
of 83.6% compared to ���=5 . It is important to notice that, unlike
our dataset, this data includes hand motion data when the user is
moving their feet. Another concern was the grounded and thirdperson perspective of the OptiTrack system we used and whether
the model will apply to frst-person wearable tracking systems used
in most commercial VR headsets. We tested our prediction model
for the Oculus Controller data we collected from the structured
task (T1). This also gave us the opportunity to test if the model is
completely independent of the tracking coordinate system and the
sampling rate, where Oculus records data at 72 Hz in a coordinate
system with respect to the participant’s head. Furthermore, the
6 https://developer.oculus.com/documentation/native/pc/dg-input-touch-haptic/ (Accessed on 2021-03-26)
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marker we used for the hand was 3.5 cm above the wrist while
Oculus tracks the controller held in hand, making the data truly
of the hand location. With Oculus data, our model achieved an
RMSE of 2.39 cm for 306 ms prediction time, which is a smaller
error compared to OptiTrack prediction data at 300 ms.

8

tracking errors. While this paper focuses on VR, we believe there
are benefts in extending our work to other domains in the future.

Acknowledgments

Limitations and Future Work

Our model was primarily trained and tested on aimed movements,
which contained a majority of voluntary ballistic movements [37].
Further investigations are required on how the model performs
for other types of movements (i.e., steering movements). However,
the dancing task in the follow-up study (FitXR-Dance) was partly a
steering task, where the participant copied the movements of a VR
character simultaneously. For this task, error reduction is 76.6% at
300 ms with respect to ���=5 which is comparable to 78.1% error
reduction in other tasks. We recommend our model is best used
for predicting ballistic movements up to 340 ms, as the model’s
� 2 score decreases below 0.9 (Figure 7c) beyond this prediction
interval, indicating that the confdence of the model deteriorates
beyond this interval.
All participants in our study were between 18 and 39 years old,
which is currently the core demographics for VR applications7 . The
fndings and movement models we discussed in this paper might
difer for other age groups and people with injuries or disabilities.
While only the wrist trajectory is used in this study, we expect
that the proposed approach can be adapted to motion trajectories
for other body locations. For example, it would be possible to consider the motion trajectories for the elbow and shoulder to build a
kinematics model of the whole arm. Moreover, our model does not
take hand orientation and wrist fexions into account. Their possible
efects on the prediction need to be explored in future work.
Although developed and evaluated within a 3D VR environment,
our model is not fundamentally limited to predictions in VR applications. Since we use 3D motion trajectory, this work can be expanded
to non-VR motion prediction such as hand movements in the real
world or daily activities. It would be important to investigate if the
generalized model changes for non-VR activities.

9

Conclusion

This paper contributed a novel user- and activity-independent hybrid classical-regressive kinematics model for continuous 3D hand
trajectory prediction for ballistic movements in VR. Through a user
study with 20 participants, we show our model performs comparably to personalized and specialized models for both structured
and unstructured ballistic hand motions. Across all the users and
activities, our model achieves a low Root Mean Square Error (RMSE)
of 0.80 cm, 0.85 cm and 3.15 cm for future hand positions of 100 ms,
200 ms and 300 ms. Finally, we evaluate our model through crossvalidation and a follow-up study with new participants and activities. To the best of our knowledge, this is the frst attempt to develop
a generalized hand motion prediction model across diferent users
and activities for ballistic movements. Our prediction model can be
used in VR to pre-render graphics, calculate complex physics, support real-time multi-modal feedback, and even recover short-term
7 See https://www.nielsen.com/us/en/insights/report/2017/us-games-360-report-2017/
(Accessed on 2021-03-26).
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